ABSTRACT Triggering, control, and monitoring of 240 high-power klystrons will be supported by the SLC control system this summer. The control software is distributed among a VAX host computer, a local microprocessor cluster, and a dedicated intelligent CAMAC module. The functions performed by these three components and the algorithms used are discussed. 
The SLC control program (SCP) running in the VAX contains the operator interface, supporting a number of klystron control and display functions. Operators may control the phase and amplitude of klystrons from knobs, producing updates to the database and causing messages to be sent to the appropriate microclusters to perform the corresponding updates to the PIOPs.
Control of klystron triggering is currently being implemented, and the control interface in the SCP will allow operators to request that klystrons be triggered at specified rates and in particular timeslots, as well as support related displays. 3. Each klystron has a dedicated PDU trigger channel which conditionally fires 7 microseconds prior to beam time. A trigger is produced from this channel whenever a beam is scheduled which requires acceleration from the the klystron. Whenever the "trigger mask" permits triggering, the klystron modulator trigger is derived from one of the described channels. Since the "accelerate" trigger precedes the "standby" trigger, the klystron is successfully triggered on the accelerate trigger if it is present and on the standby trigger otherwise. Obviously this procedure temporarily disrupts the acceleration of beams and is also fairly time-consuming (can take a few seconds for each PIOP). Thus the sequencer routine is used to do all the PIOPs in the sector in parallel.
